INTRODUCTION The crux of this paper is a surprisingly simple cubic analogue of the arithmetic-geometric mean iteration of Gauss and Legendre and is given in Theorem 2.1(b) and Theorem 2.3(a)
. The arithmetic-geometric mean iteration lies at the heart of elliptic function and theta function theory [4] . In Chapter 21 of Ramanujan's second notebook [3] and in his 1914 paper on ir [ [4] ) and extending to the series used by the Chudnovskys in recent large scale computations of pi (see [7] ).
In this paper we primarily analyse the case s := 1/6, which gives rise to a correspondingly simple cubic transformation of 2F1(1/3, 2/3; 1; ). The outline of this work is as follows. We first introduce a general parametric family of iterations (N > 1) that specialize to the classical AGM (N = 2) and to our iteration for (N = 3). We then indicate the preferred role of these two parameters; establish the underlying cubic transformation possessed by 2F1 (1/3, 2/3; 1; ); provide identification (uniformization) of 2F1 (1/3, 2/3; 1; ) and of the cubic transformation in terms of both one-dimensional and two-dimensional theta functions, and list some related identities including Lambert series. We also include its precise logarithmic asymptotic behaviour. We briefly consider the corresponding results for s := 1/4. (For s := 1/3 everything reduces to a study of Klein's absolute invariant [4, 10] as follows from Proposition 5.7 in [4] ; this also leads to the Chudnovskys' series [7, 6] .) Finally, we.write down three very simple iterations for ir (one quadratic, one cubic, and one quartic) which obtain from the previous analysis.
As much as possible our notation and terminology are as in Whittaker and Watson [ 1 1] and in [4] . Some arguments are similar to ones detailed in [4] and these will be given fairly briefly. In addition, we list a few extra verifiable assertions whose derivations will be detailed in This much is true for any N: to analyse AGN(1, X) further it is relevant to ask if R,(x) is asymptotic to a power of a logarithm as x -O 0. This, given the superlinear convergence of the underlying iteration, can be numerically checked and one discovers that such appears to be the case for N := 2, 3 and for no other small integer or reasonable fraction. Given the existence of a logarithmic asymptote, one knows that AGN( 1, x) must be expressible in terms of elliptic functions; as is classical for N = 2 and as we now make explicit for N = 3.
In fact, this is not the route we initially followed in discovering these results. We began with Ramanujan's quadratic modular equation listed in Remark 2.4(i) below and working by analogy with the AGM we symbolically discovered (in MAPLE) Theorem 2.3(a) and then Theorem 2.1(b). At some level this was a proof of the results, given the modular underpinnings as described in the proof of Theorem 2.3. We have, however, indicated more conventional proofs. These are still verificational and simple direct proofs would be much more satisfactory. Here we have used the facts that AG3 is continuous and Iq < 1. It follows that AG3(a(q), b(q)) = 1. Since AG3 is positively homogeneous,
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AG3(1, b(q)/a(q)) = l/a(q).
Moreover the basic cubic identity (2.3) becomes [b(q)/a(q)]* = c(q)/a(q), and (a) now follows from Theorem 2.1 (b).
To establish (2.3) we resort to some modular function theory. We first use the two factorizations of L given in (2.2) and the one-dimensional theta transform (in ?2.
of [4]) to deduce that ta(t) = a(llt), tb(t) = c(llt), tc(t) = b(llt).
In particular, it follows that (2.4) c(t)/a(t) = s(l/t).
We re-express b(q) as 
